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Collider Detectors IICollider Collider DetectorsDetectors IIII

Taking useful data

Identifying physics objects

Performing measurements
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CDF TriggerCDF TriggerCDF Trigger
 Designed in early ’80 (of 

the last century) as a 
three stage system:
� L1 (hw), synchronous with

bunch crossing
� L2 (hw processors)

�Over time added more 
programming capability
to gain in flexibility

� L3 (commercial processors
capable to run a simplified
version of the offline)
�First run on VAX 

cluster processors, 
now linux boxes

 The Run II version

L2 
Trigger

�Detector

�L3 Farm

Mass
Storage

L1 Accept

Level 2:
Asynch. 2 stage pipeline

~20 µs latency

300 Hz Accept Rate

L1+L2 rejection:  20,000:1

7.6 MHz Crossing rate
132 ns clock cycle

L1 
Trigger

Level1:
7.6 MHz Synch. pipeline
5544ns latency

<50 kHz Accept rate

L2 Accept

L2 Buffers: 
4 Events

DAQ Buffers 

Dataflow of CDF "Deadtimeless" 
Trigger and DAQ

L1 Storage 
Pipeline:
42 Clock Cycles 
Deep
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Central CalorimeterCentral CalorimeterCentral Calorimeter
 Assembly and test of 

Central Calorimeter 
(1984)
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“Plug” Calorimeters““PlugPlug”” CalorimetersCalorimeters

EM section

Hadronic section
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How do we identify a particle?How do we identify a particle?How do we identify a particle?

Beam direction
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PID- IPIDPID-- II

No associated trackProjective geometry,
Fixed cone algo in η−φ,
∆∆∆∆R = 0.4

Missing Transverse 
energy:

ET = Σi ETi • ni
ET = - ET

Energy deposited in 
EM compartment of 
calorimeter

Release of energy in EM 
and Had compartment

Non interacting

Photon:Jet: Neutrino:
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PID IIPID IIPID II

Energy deposition: MIP

Extrapolated track combined 
with stub in mu chamber

Energy reconstructed in EM 
compartment, small Had/EM     
Shower profile consistent with 
an electron

Track in COTTrack in COT (offline require 
COT-SVX)

Muons: (|η| < 1)Electrons: (|η| < 2.8)
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NeutrinosNeutrinosNeutrinos
 Measurements:

�Energy from 
individual 
calorimetric towers

 Requirement:
�Imbalance of 

tranverse energy 
(above threshold)
�Computation of 

tower energy
 Background:

�Leaks in non 
instrumented 
regions (cracks)

�Cosmic rays
�Hardware problems
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ElectronElectronElectron
 Measurement:

� Central tracker:
�Momentum
�Trajectory
�dE/dx

� Calorimeter:
�Energy in EM e HAD 

section (EM/HAD)
� Shower max chambers:

�Shower profile
 Requirements:

� Cluster EM 
� Small energy in Had 

compartment
� Track-cluster match
� Energy momentum match
� dE/dx and shower profile

 Background:
� π0, hadrons, early 

interactions, γ conversions 

Central

tracker

Centraltrack

Hadroncalorimeter

EM calorimeter

Shower contained

in EM
 section

Little (no) energy

in hadron section

• Match calorimeter E

to tracking p

Shower profileat shower max

dE/dx
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e± definition cuts ee±± definition cuts definition cuts 
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What is a muon?What is a What is a muonmuon??

 Measurements:
� Central tracking chamber:

�Trajectory and 
momentum

� Calorimeter
�Energy (m.i.p.)

�Muon chamber
�Trajectory (stub) 

 Requirement:
�MIP in calorimetric 

towers crossed by a 
candisate

�Track angle and position 
matching with the  stub

 Backgrounds:
�Decady I n flight, non-

interacting particles (K, π
a.ka. punch-trough)

COT

Absorber 

(iron in had calo)

µ chamber
Central track

µ stub

MIP in calorimeter
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µ definition cutsµµ definition cutsdefinition cuts

GeV GeV

GeV/c2

cmcm

cm

Check:
Z�µ+track

cm
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Reconstructing quarks -I Reconstructing quarks Reconstructing quarks --I I 

A jet is a fairly complicated 
object:

�Measured by: calorimetric towers 
�Defined by a clustering algorithm
�Physics measurements with jets imply 
to convert observed energy into parton
energy
�To convert jet energies into parton
energies we must correct for:

�Instrumental effects
�Physics effects
�Jet Algorithm effects 

�Dubbed: Jet Energy Scale (JES)
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Reconstructing quarks –IIReconstructing quarks Reconstructing quarks ––IIII

 You need to correct Jet Energy 
Scale (JES) to reconstruct the 
initial energy of the primary 
parton

 b-jets have an exceptional value 
you can use a vertex tracker to 
reonctruct secondary vertices 
generated in b-hadrons decays
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What is a jet at CDF?What is a jet at CDF?What is a jet at CDF?
 Measurements:

�Energy reconstructed 
in calorimeter

 Requirement
�Cluster of adjacent 

towers above 
threshold

 Background
�Problems related to 

adjacent jets and 
underlying event 
clusterized as jets 
(most important at 
high L)
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B jets-taggingB jetsB jets--taggingtagging

B decays provide high Pt tracks and secondary
vertices (τb ~ 1.5 ps cτ= 450µm)

Main methods:

1. Tracks originating from a b-jet have an
higher impact parameter than one from a 
u,d,g jets.

2. Mass and energy associated to a secondary
vertex are different for a b-jet

3. Identification of soft leptons in a jet with
a relatively high pt from jet axis. They
originate from b quarks semileptonic decay

BB
a0<0

a0>0
Secondary Vertex

Primary vertex

soft lepton

jet axis
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Secondary vertices -ISecondary vertices Secondary vertices --II
 Measurement:

�Measure track impact parameter with great accuracy
 Requirement:

� Find track with non-zero impact parameters reconstructing a 
vertex

 Background:
�Track/patrec errors, decays of strange particles etc

Tracks from
underlying event

Tracks from
B decay Tracks from

b fragmentation

Primary
vertex

Impact

Parameter- dd00

B meson
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Secondary vertices -IISecondary vertices Secondary vertices --IIII
 More schematic, try to identify with a lifetime based 

tagger

 Relevant quantity: impact parameter and Lxy
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Tracking systemTracking systemTracking system

Silicon System

ISL
1m

SVXII

L00

COT

0
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Momentum measurementMomentum measurementMomentum measurement
 Momentum resolution

�Measure sagitta with 
constant resolution
�s = ρ (1-cos α)
�cos α ~1-α2/2 ~1-

(L/2ρ)2/2
�s = L2/(8ρ)

�ρ ∝ pT/B
�s ∝ L2 *B/pT

�σσσσs∝[L2 *B/ pT]*σpT
/ pT

 σpT/pT
2 ∝ σs / BL2 = 

cost.

L

x

Track

ρρρρ

α

s
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Momentum MeasurementMomentum MeasurementMomentum Measurement

m; GeV; T
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Momentum Measurement -IIMomentumMomentum MeasurementMeasurement --IIII
At low Pt MS becomes important and dominant:

p

XLMeV
rms

β
θ 0/6.13

=

This contributes to the uncertainty on the sagitta ~ L θθθθrms ~ L3/2 

and decreases as 1/p. But the sagitta goes as 1/p and L2. The result
is:

0

045.0
)

LXBp

dp
ms = constant with P. 

Conclusion: at low P MS is the dominant effect
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since:

t

t

p

dp

s

ds
=

if one measures N points uniformly distributed along the track 
with an error σx

ttx

t

t cPNP
BLp

dp
=+= 5/720

3.0 2

1 σ

which decreases linearly with B, quadratically with L and increases
linearly with Pt
Ex:   B=1.5T ; L=1m N= 96; σs= 180 µm

c = 10-3

The Max measurable Pt would be:
Pt= 0.3/c = 0.33 TeV

For ATLAS c=6x10-4and Pmax=1 TeV
Detailed simulations give 2% of 1 TeV
muons with wrong charge ( η=0)

Momentum measurement IIIMomentumMomentum measurementmeasurement IIIIII
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Uncertainties on track parametersUncertaintiesUncertainties on track on track parametersparameters

 Paper: R.L.Gluckstern, NIM 24 (1963) 381-389

 curvature:

Valid for equally spaced measuremnt points
�Non optimal choice

�Its approximation (used in previous page) only valid
for large N
�latter abused (and sometimes used with wrong

coefficents)

A
L
ε

N4

2

=c
2

)3)(2)(1)(1(

720
3

+++−
=

NNNN

N
AN
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Vertexing and tracking -IVertexingVertexing and tracking and tracking --II
 In Run I at tracks were not 

reconstructed by silicon vertex
� Track parameteters (5) 

reconstructed by an external 
(gas) detector

� Points measured in SVX are 
then attached to the track
�Minimize role of M.S
�Fast (only fitting)
�Dominant role played in 

measuring impact 
parameter

� First measurement point and 
its distance from first 
scattering layer dominant in 
impact parameter accuracy 
�Need to maintain this layer 

efficienct
Beam pipe (M. scattering)

Strati di misura

β
α

σ δ
+≅

PT

2
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Vertexing and tracking -IIVertexingVertexing and tracking and tracking --IIII
 In a system in which a vertex detector has a role in 

tracking (CMS, CDF at |ηηηη|>1),you need enough point to 
guarantee redundancy and pattern recognition 
capability.

 There is no independent system reconstructing 
the track.
�Delicate issue: material budget (γγγγ-conversions)
�Another issue: radiation damage

�noise generates spurious hits, combinatorics can 
severely affects the pattern recognition 
capability

�Change in efficiency of a single layer can 
seriously affect the overall system efficiency

 Always recall that a track has 5 parameters..
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CDF Silicon Tracking SystemCDF CDF SiliconSilicon TrackingTracking SystemSystem
 System made of three

different detectors(!)
� L00
�SVXII 
� ISL

 L00 arrived as last
(added), single sided
detector, rad-hard

 SVXII was the first:
� 5 layers double sided (2 r-

z stereo and 3 with 90°
strips)

 ISL is the first large
radius tracker:
� 2 double sided (r-z) layers

at 2<|ηηηη|<1 and 1 in central
region

Layer 
00

Mixed system
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CDF Silicon TrackerCDF Silicon TrackerCDF Silicon Tracker

~ 64 cm 

SVXII
 

 ISL

Layer 00

 

2.2 cm

L00
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Material budget: not only siliconMaterial budget: Material budget: notnot onlyonly siliconsilicon

hybrids and

bulkheads

Electronics become noise source for pattern recognition!

 Experiment radiography using γ γ γ γ conversions
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Geometry and construction of 
the  COT

Geometry and construction of Geometry and construction of 
the  COTthe  COT

COTCOT
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Cell geometryCell geometryCell geometry
 Cathos

�Gold on Mylar
�Mylar thickness 6.4 µm
�Gold ~350 Å each side

 Anodes
�Tungsten gold plated
�Diameter 40 µm 
�Same wire used for sense 

and field shaping
 Cell are tilted by 35° to 

correct for E×B (e do 
not drift along E field 
but ~along ϕ)
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Drift trajectoriesDrift trajectoriesDrift trajectories

 Gas choice (Ar:Et 50:50)
 Set charge (↔ surface electric field) on sense wires 

to control gain
 Set charge on potential wiresto control drift field

R
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Drift trajectoriesDrift trajectoriesDrift trajectories

Based on a 396 ns 
interbunch and cell 
dimensions we want 
� ~50 µm/nsec drift 

velocity 
�Strong drift field to 

minimize space charge 
(sweeping ions quickly)

� ~35° drift angle 
(based on cell tilting)
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Track trigger at L1Track trigger at L1Track trigger at L1

Efficiency curve:
XFT cut at
PT = 1.5 GeV/c

XFT

Offline

track

Exploit geometry to
reconstruct tracks with
PT>1.5 GeV
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Used by many triggersUsed by many triggersUsed by many triggers

CMU stub matched

Trigger: XFT-µ µ µ µ 

2.3 Gev

XFT track
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SVT- tracks with large d0 at L2 SVTSVT-- trackstracks withwith largelarge dd00 at L2 at L2 

 Reconstruction of 
tracks at L1 allows …
�Silicon Vertex Tracker

(SVT) you can
�Trigger (L2) on tracks

not coming from the  
primary

 Fundamental for
�B Physics (low PT)

 Can be important for
�high PT events with B

�Top, Higgs
�Select rare processes

σ(d0) = 48µm =35 [SVT] ⊕ 33 [beam-spot size]
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Operational challengesOperationalOperational challengeschallenges

 Unknown effects are (usually) unrelated to
new physics
�Rather new problems

�Pick up problems as soon as they arise is
fundamental
�Solving can be difficult

�I will show two examples
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COT- AgingCOTCOT-- AgingAging

•Gain lowers over time

•Directly connected to 
integrated luminosity

•NOT observed in 
monitoring chambers

•Hydrocarbons growth
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COT StabilityCOT COT StabilityStability

 Since we inserted oxygen
�COT stable

COT Gain vs. Time

Jan.2002                                          Aug.2005

Inner layer

Outer layer
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Is the problem still there ?IsIs the the problemproblem stillstill therethere ??
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Microbonds breakingMicrobondsMicrobonds breakingbreaking
 Symptom: power lost on 

digital section of the chips 
(Z side) for 13/360 SVXII 

 Hypothesis: breaking due to 
Lorentz force
�Bonding(I)orthogonal to B
� I ∝ occupancy 
�L1A rate ⇒ Resonance?
�Convincing tests

�movie
�Changed operational 

settings
�Now under control 

 Keep monitoring the problem

B →→→→

Ipp ~ 160 mA


